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RADIO FRANCE

Life and contour
A new Grenzing organ has inspired Radio France to raise the profile of the instrument 

as never before, writes Kurt Lueders

‘Not only we ourselves, but the room as well has a 

will.’

– Daniel Grenzing, voicer, Gerhard Grenzing organ 

builders

What could, or should, or will the ideal 

concert-hall organ for the 21st century 

look and sound like? Two giant steps 

toward an answer have been taken this year, and in 

a single city: Paris has witnessed the completion 

and opening of two organs totalling upwards of 180 

stops, both in prestigious halls with the potential for 

raising the profile of the instrument to new, unex-

plored heights. After introducing the Philharmonie 

de Paris organ by Rieger in the September/October 

issue, we turn our attention here to its counterpart 

in the totally opposite precinct of the city, on the 

banks of the Seine slightly downstream and across 

from the Eiffel Tower: the new Auditorium of the 

Radio France building.

Already considered brilliantly innovative at its 

inception more than half a century ago, an immense, 

circular complex largely devoted to entrance halls 

and an array of 20 assorted auditoriums and studios, 

such as radio broadcasts require, ringed a central 

tower with offices, cabins, the recordings library 

and so on. In recent years a long-term, ongoing 

renovation programme, stemming initially from 

various technical and security concerns, has taken 

on vast proportions conceptually as well, including 

the merging of two of the concert spaces into the 

new Auditorium with 1,461 seats. Although Hall 

104 (now the Salle Messiaen) and 105 have been 

retained, the organs installed there at the outset 

were sold for one symbolic euro and removed to 

churches, where they continue their musical life: a 

5-manual eclectic organ by Gonzalez, now recon-

figured and re-erected by Klais in the Cathedral 

of Lille, and a 3-manual, neo-baroque tracker 

by Müller in the Church of Sainte-Jeanne d’Arc, 

Versailles. Design of the Auditorium was entrusted 

to Architecture Studio, with acoustical planning by 

the Nagata firm. As in the Philharmonie, planners 

initially neither desired nor entertained the idea of 

an organ. This momentous threat to musical life 

in Paris and France, not to mention to the organ’s 

prestige there, was staved off thanks to a concerted 

effort by dozens of organists and other musicians. 

Spearheading a campaign involving countless 

protest letters and testimonials from leading figures, 

they managed to convince the architectural team 

and Radio France authorities of the absolute neces-

sity of a large and versatile concert instrument 

capable of doing  justice to the organ and orchestra 

repertoire while celebrating several hundred years of 

solo literature.

With the Radio France authorities now fully on 

board, a Europe-wide consultation of organ build-

ers was launched in 2008, based on a collaborative 

‘dialogue of ideas’ – a far cry from staid bidding 

on a predetermined specification. Each of the 

four organ builders eventually retained was asked 

to develop an overall concept to meet the artistic 

requirements the organ would face, working from 

the obvious assumptions of repertoire, musical 

creativity and budget. Little or no crossover or 

administrative friction with the Philharmonie 

project meant that, given the basic differences in 

the halls and practical contexts, there was minimal, 

if any, risk of significant redundancy in the two 

instruments, beyond their markedly contempo-

rary thrust. The downside of such a procedure is 

doubtless the inevitable discarding of attractive 

concepts from one or other of the competing firms 

not retained. In the end the project submitted by 

Gerhard Grenzing of El Papiol, near Barcelona, 

was favoured as the most exciting overall – not 

without risk and question marks to be sure, as in all 

innovative creation, yet highly promising based on 

the firm’s previous accomplishments. By 2013 the 

organ was sufficiently constructed to enjoy what 

the builder banteringly called a ‘concert among the 

woodchips’ in the Papiol workshop, where it was 

played and  discussed in detail by the six consult-

ing organists (Michel Bouvard, François Espinasse, 

  ‘An intriguing visual play 
of wavelike surfaces’: the 
new Grenzing organ in 
Maison Radio France

The organ has a unique identity and range of 
capabilities barely hinted at by the stoplist
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RADIO FRANCE

GRAND ORGUE
Montre 16

Bourdon 16

Montre 8

Suavial 8

Flûte harm. 8

Bourdon à chém. 8

Grosse Quinte 51/3

Prestant 4

Fl. Conique 4

Grosse Tierce 31/5 

Quinte 22/3

Doublette 2

Sesquialtera II

Octaves III-IV

Quintes II-III

Cymbale III-IV

Grand Cornet II-V

Trompete 16

Trompete 8

Pedal-G.O

Pos.-G.O.

Récit-G.O.

Solo-G.O.

G.O.16-G.O

Pos. 16-G.O

Récit 16-G.O.

Solo 16-G.O.

POSITIV EXPRESSIF
Quintaton 16

Principal 8

Salicional 8

Méditation 8

Bourdon 8

Prestant 4

Flûte douce 4

Nasard 22/3

Doublette 2

Tierce 13/5 

Septime 11/7 

Larigot 11/3  

Sifflet 1

Mixture IV

Basson 16

Trompette 8

Clarinette 8

Tremblant

Solo-Pos.

Récit-Pos.

Récit 16-Pos.

Pos. 16-Pos.

RÉCIT EXPRESSIF
Bourdon 16

Principal 16

Gambe 16

Principal 8

Gambe 8

Voix Céleste 8

Cor de nuit 8

Flûte harm. 8

Octave 4

Fl. Octaviante 4

Nazard 22/3 

Octavin 2

Plein jeu IV

Tierce 13/5

Bombarde 16

Hautbois 8

Tr. Harmonique 8

Voix humaine 8

Clairon 4

Tremblant

Solo-Récit

Récit 16-Récit 

PEDALE
Bourdon 32

Principal 16

Soubasse 16

Contrebasse 16

Principal 16

Bourdon 16

Quinte 102/3 

Principal 8

Bourdon 8

Violoncelle 8

Flûte 8

Tierce Imp. 62/5 

Quinte 51/3 

Octave 4

Grosse Tierce 31/5 

Posaune 32

Posaune 16

Basson 16

Basson 8

Trompete 8

Clairon 4

Chamade 8

Chamade 4

G.O.-Ped

Pos.-Ped

Récit-Ped

G.O.4-Ped

Pos.4-Ped

Récit 4-Ped

Solo 4 Ped

SOLO EXPRESSIF
Chœur de cordes 8

Voix Céleste 8

Flûte Traversière 8

Chœur de cordes 4

Flûte Traversière 4

Flûte 2

Cor Anglais 8

SOLO HAUTE PRESSION
Flûte 8

Flûte 4

Tuba 16

Tuba 8

Tuba 4

CHAMADE
Chamade 16

Chamade 8 (B)

Chamade 8 (T)

Tuba-G.O.

Tuba-Pos.

Tuba-Récit

Tuba-Solo

Tuba-Pedale

Chamade-G.O.

Chamade-Pos.

Chamade-Récit

Chamade-Solo

The Chamade is divided between c1 and  

c sharp1 in bass (B) and treble (T).

The Chamade and Tuba are accessible from 

all manuals and pedal.

Compass: Manuals C-c4 (61 notes),  

Pedal C-g1 (32 notes)

Diapason 442Hz at 22˚C

Equal temperament

Façade design by Architecture Studio

Maison Radio France, Paris
GERHARD GRENZING (2016)
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Thierry Escaich, Bernard Foccroulle, Olivier 

Latry and Jean-Pierre Leguay) and other guests, 

with simultaneous internet exposure. Following 

installation in Paris, from the summer of 2015, 

three successive voicing and finishing campaigns 

were interspersed with concerts d’harmonisation 

(‘voicing concerts’) to provide practical feed-

back in the challenging space. The resulting tonal 

ensemble is enclosed in a façade which, as in the 

Philharmonie, has turned architectural reticence 

(‘whatever you do, the organ must not be visible’) 

into an imaginative, harmonious and organic 

design. The sober pipe façade blends into the wall, 

flanked by a decorative wooden screen incorporat-

ing six banks of swell shades – one on each side for 

each expressive division – that mimic, as it were, 

the interior workings of the actual swell mecha-

nisms. (Their effect on the sound is minimal, since 

the organ chamber space is essentially open via the 

slatted wooden screen.) The result is an intrigu-

ing visual play of wavelike surfaces which, when 

combined with the coloured lighting schemes, give 

a kaleidoscopic presentation of the music played 

– doubtless distracting for some, infinitely engross-

ing for others, unquestionably an integral part of 

the artistic experience.

To several ideas from avant-garde organ building 

over the past decades have been added ostensibly 

minor touches that give the instrument its unique 

identity and a range of capabilities barely hinted at 

by the stoplist. For example, the variable pressure in 

the Positif can come across as a modernistic gadget 

or, more promisingly, as an acknowledgement of 

what today’s string or wind players learn to do 

routinely. Yet the true rarity in that division is the 

transposable mixture that the organist can choose 

to play at any chromatic pitch, or cumulative set 

of pitches – a daunting technical challenge for 

  The mechanical action 
fixed console

© RADIO FRANCE / CHRISTOPHE ABRAMOWITZ
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the builder and a musical treasure chest for the 

performer/improviser. Separation of the main 

mixture chorus into octaves and quints deftly opens 

up registrational possibilities for orchestral work 

in particular (Berlioz no doubt applauding in his 

grave) without forgoing the essential grand plein-jeu 

sound. The high-pressure registers make their mark 

by fullness of tone rather than outright decibels, 

enhancing blend and ensemble. An intriguing 

Méditation stop – at least for now – turns out to 

be a ‘simple’, on-pitch string stop where one might 

expect an Unda maris function. Similarly, while the 

Chœur de violes may awaken eager expectation of a 

lush wash of celeste sound à la Wanamaker, its true 

purpose is more ‘classical’ and thus more subtle: to 

fold the foundation ensemble into what the French 

orchestrator would call the quatuor – that is, the 

orchestra’s string section, undulating stops being 

more of a colouristic touch than a fundamental 

timbre and therefore hardly a defining feature of 

this organ. Mutations, including the 32ft pedal 

series, fulfil their standard purposes, the concocting 

of ‘irrational’ syntheses being entrusted to the 

transposable cymbale.

Mechanically as well, the Grenzing firm has 

conjugated various existing principles to advance 

practical versatility over innovation for its own sake. 

To the now prerequisite combination action with 

sequencer is added the adjustable register crescendo 

assigned to the third swell pedal, visibly working 

the stop-knobs and tabs. Grand Orgue and Positif 

can be inverted on Manuals I and II, as can Récit 

and Solo on III and IV; the remote console can be 

played simultaneously with the mechanical one 

upstairs and, in concert, moments of ‘intensive use’ 

have proven that the action will withstand the most 

  The remote console can 
be played simultaneously 
with the fixed console

© RADIO FRANCE / CHRISTOPHE ABRAMOWITZ
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frenzied double onslaught of Guillouesque barrages. 

The very light touch of the proportional system in 

the on-stage detached console makes the player’s 

every movement potentially treacherous (the key 

resistance may be adjusted at a future date) but 

offers rich nuance to those with rock-solid manual 

technique; and in the pedal it provides expressive 

subtleties difficult to achieve in even the best of 

tracker actions.

For all its useful manipulative devices, the organ’s 

tonal scheme and the sound seem extraordinarily 

imminent, as if projected fully fledged into the 

room, full of pithy life and contour, where the ear 

can almost reach out and grab it. This seems to be a 

constant aim of the Grenzing aesthetic, strategically 

using the ‘will’ of the room (considerably less 

church-like than the Philharmonie) to maximise 

clarity for the player as well as the listener – 

conceivably a sonic counterpart to the exuberant 

gastronomy of El Bulli, the innovative restaurant not 

far from Grenzing’s workshop.

Most unusual and promising is the human 

investment behind the scenes. From the outset, 

an Adopt a Pipe scheme (parrainage) heightened 

public awareness and participation. Not only does 

a special musical adviser (organist Lionel Avot) see 

to coherence and coordination in programming, 

but a qualified full-time administrator (Jean-Michel 

Mainguy) has been following the project from its 

inception, and an organist-in-residence (the young 

virtuoso Thomas Ospital) ensures continuity of 

musical presence. The 2016-17 season epitomises 

the extensive role that the musical administration 

(Direction de la Musique) at Radio France intends 

to give the instrument, with a good 20, reasonably 

priced solo or chamber music concerts (roughly 

every other Monday evening), filled out with several 

large-ensemble accompanimental or concerto 

performances.

But above all, a less immediately visible yet poten-

tially game-changing decision deserves mention, 

highlighting the eminently pedagogical thrust of 

the entire Radio France renovation project and the 

Grenzing organ in particular: stylistically appropri-

ate organ solo works are to be integrated seamlessly 

into various orchestral programmes to reinforce in 

the public mind what insiders know to be true from 

the start: ‘Organ music too can be great music’, and 

the finest organists are on a par with any other inter-

national soloist.  

Yale-educated and Paris-based organist, writer and 
teacher Kurt Lueders is best known for his research into 
19th-century organ history and aesthetics, particularly 
Cavaillé-Coll and Guilmant.
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